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A Member Unburdens Herself
"The whole scene for helping animals in
the USA smells. I and many others are
convinced the societies are just fronts
for keeping humans employed with pay--and
pretty good pay at that." This is the
opinion of Mrs. Bradley E. Stafford, of
West Chatham, Massachusetts, one of our
valued members.
Mrs.·Stafford seems to agree with a fa
mous television personality who said that·
humane societies are a racket. We are
glad she doesn't include us in that cate
gory!
We appreciate her
frank comment, because
it provides us with an
excu·se to reply with
equal frankness, for
the benefit of all our
members, some of whom
we know hold similar
views.
Humane Information Services receives
quite a few obviously sincere letters ask
ing for our appraisal of various humane
societies which the writers have been or
contemplate supporting financially. We
hate to disappoint these humanitarians by
giving them an unduly-guarded reply, but
it is difficult to write frankly because:
(1) We cannot set ourselves up as.public
judges of the motives of those behind any
particular society which we suspect is
more concerned about feathering its own
nest than with helping the animals. (2)
An honest and unfavorable appraisal of
some particular society that is raking in
the money without using it effectively
might be interpreted by our members as
just .':', case of . sour grapes. . (3) We a.on't
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tions due to our present economic situa
tion. ::r for one would lik;; to provide
factual·information about national organi
zations. This information would give
those who wish to contribute to national
groups a chance to choose the one they be
lieve wi11·'use their contribution for the
purpose ·intended."

"PEOPLE CHARITIES"
HAVE SOME RIPOFFS

If there are any "ripoffs" in the hu
mane movement, there is reason to believe
that they don't hold a candle to those in
the "people charities" fi�ld.

Dues and Contributions Tax Deductible

forceable or unenforced. There are no
federal regulations."
The Rea.deJr. I .6 V,ige..6t article is only one
of several exposes of misuse of charitable
contributions that have appeared recently.
Harvey Katz, author of a book entitled
Givel Who Gw YouJt Chalu:ty Vollcvt?, re
cently appeared on the popular TIT show "To
Tell the Truth". According to him, 1,500
new charitable organizations are licensed
every year by the State of New York alone.
Congress also has been looking into the
matter. According to a UPI newspaper ar
ticle, "Congressional investigators said
Thursday that five
children's charities
mismanage and waste
some of the money
they solicit from
the.public, often
with the aid of emo
tionally-appealing
advertising." A
General Accounting
'Office report presented at hearings before the Senate sub
committee on children and youth included
these examples of alleged waste by one· of
the five named tax-exempt children's
charities that oper�te with federal gov
ernment approval. "A child in Kenya, sup
posed to receive $34 from an American
'sponsor'•.•actually got only $4.28."

Are Animal Welfare Societies
a "Ripoff"?

>"" 'wa'.fi:i'.tf;/1:8..;;.ise suaa. far ;1ibet 1 .·.
ONE SOCIETY SPEAKS FRANKLY!

One California society recently carried
in its attractively and expensively
printed news bulletin an article entitled,
"The Great Animal Welfare Rip-Off". In
that article it announced its intention to
frankly and publicly appraise a number of
specific named animal societies. It re
ceived a letter from the managing director
of one of the named societies which in
cluded a veiled threat: "I am informed J:>y
our attorney that 'rip-off' is generally
accepted as meaning a 'con game,' a·
'fraudulent operation' or just plain
,. stealing.' . I assume you have evidence to
support such an indictment, as well as the
facts to back up the statement that 'some
. name on a
organizations•••simply put your
computer, send out newsletters and con
stapt requests for more money. ' Such ac
cusations, it seems to me, are dangerously
near libel••• " Well, Humane Information
Services certainly is not going to open
itself up to a libel suit! So, please-ex
cuse us, but no names!
But we agree with the author of the
critical article about certain things:
"Few contributors or potential contribu
tors ever take the time and effort that is
needed to evaluate the organizations to
which they give their charitable contribu
tions. We believe that individual con
tributors and foundations should learn ·
about an organization's programs, poli
cies, operating procedures, financial sta
tus and reputation prior to giving any
contribution. Many animal welfare groups
•••are extremely deserving of your sup
port, but there are just as many local and.
so-called national groups which do not de
serve your charitable contributions•••Ask
yourself! What is my money to be used
for?"
In a letter to HIS an official of the
same humane society that published the
critical article says: "The charitable
animal welfare dollar is getting thinner
and thinner, and many excellent national
and local animal groups w:i.11 be feeling

Somewhere around $60 million each day,
or a total of $22 billion in 1972, is con
triputed to charities in the United
States, according to an article by Carl
Baka! in ReadeJt'.6 Vigeot for February,
1974. According to Representative
Ashbrook (Con.glte..6.6ion.a1. Rec.01td, June 13,
1974, page E3875) the total for 1973 was
even greater, $24.53 billion. Americans
are setting "an all-time record for gener
GRANTS FOR DUBIOUS PROJECTS
osity--and gullibility," according to the
If these "people charities" that solic
ReadeJt' .6 V,ig v.it article, which was .quoted·
it from the general public raise many
in full by Senator Hartke on page Sl2185,
questions about the rationality of chari
Con.glte..6.6iona.1- Rec.oJtd for July 11, 1974.
table giving, one should look at the
The Rec.01td or the Vige..6t may be found in
grants made by various charitable funds or
your local library.
foundations to specific projects! For ex
"A classic example of gullibility was
ample, one foundation named after a famous
demonstrated by a wag in Memphis, wh_o so
Pennsylvania banl<;.e:r gavf= �U-� ,QJ.l() .. t.p,31. c::9µt7
licited for the 'Fund fer- t:J-:.,� Widow of the
·. munity organization "for litter removal ....
Unknown Soldier.' In just a few minutes
program".· While we applaud litter remov
he collected $11 (which was promptly re
al, and even more so programs to enforce
turned). In Ne.w York City a phony rabbi
anti-littering ordinances, we hardly con
raised $75,000 for a nonexistent synagogue
sider this to be a more appropriate g�ant
and school in Israel••• In Westchester
than one to the garbage collection depq.rt
County, New York, a so-called 'blind shop'
ment of some city.
sold $2,000 worth of concert tickets for a
A more typical grant.was to an already
benefit in its behalf before authorities
affluent research group· "for study to de
discovered the shop to be a store that
velop educational program for urban manag
sold venetian blinds.
ers". The latter, being among the most
"Other charities, though legitimate
highly paid of government employees, might
enough, often receive little of the money
be able to finance their ·own postgraduate
contributed•••Not one penny of the
education. Looking over page after page
$218,000 reportedly raised on a telethon
of foundation grants, one.has difficulty
••. for the Foundation for Research and Ed
finding a half dozen that seem to have
ucation in Sickle Cell Disease has gone to
much merit.
that organization. The telethon promoters
claimed that their expenses had exceeded
ANIMAL VERSUS PEOPLE CHARITIES
donations by $78,000•..
The editor of this RepoJtt to Human,i;ta/z..
"It is not so much such marginal opera
,la.n.6, having been generally aware of these
tions or outright frauds that gobble up
(See "RIPOFF", page 2, column 1)
most of America's charity dollars, how
ever," the V,ige..6t article says, "as it is
highly respected organizations. Many are
efficiently run and dedicated to a real
'
social need. But others, although equally
sincere in purpose, are badly run or di
rected toward an outmoded or not particu
u
larly urgent need. It is not always easy
Q)
Q
to distinguish between the two (groups).
And reputation alone is no surefire (Jl;lide
to wise giving."
The V,ige..6t article then goes on to name
names--of charitable organizations well
known to every reader of this Repoltt, and
u Ill
to which many undoubtedly contribute annu
z 0 'OQ)
0
H
ally--to show that some are constantly
r-.µ
',C: M
l/l
asking for more contributions even though
en .µ M
Q)
already endowed with millions of dollars,
{j 5 n1
g.
H Ul 'ti
or spend comparatively little of the funds
Ul
�
&:� .µQ) -�0
received on their ostensible function, or
Ul Q) r-1
0
spend the greater part of their receipts
·r-1
1-lf:«
z
.µ
on fund-raising activities. The fund
o
en ..
�
H
tJ'I
Q)
raising "often costs more than 90 cents of
1-l
E-1 .C: M:,
1-l
.µ
every dollar contributed."
-.:I' ,.Q
u
"What protection againstmisinforma
01 M
l/l.
tion, then, do you have?" the V,ige..6t arti
l/l
� r-1 $
H N Q)
cle asks. "Twenty-three states and the
LO ll<
District of Columbia and several dozen
�
'<:I'�
cities do have laws regulating charities,
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"RIPOFF"-FROM PAGE

1 -----

appalling conditions in the "people chari
ties" field, long ago stopped responding
to most of these appeals for contribu
tions. He simply ignores the ma_iled ap
peals, and tells telephone or door-to-door
solicitors that he has his own favorite
charity to which he gives,generously, but
to no others. Nearly all of his substan
tial contributions go to help the animals.
Ye Editor was making a deposit the oth
er day at the window of a bank teller whom
he knows. "What are you going to do with
all this money?" the teller jokingly ask-
ed. "Give .it to my animal welfare chari
ty," we replied. The teller shook his
head disapprovingly: ·"I don•t agree. Why
not to some children's society?"
That is just about par for the course,
as any humanitarian can tell you. People
react emotionally, not logically. If
there were only one hundred dollars avail
able for charity, it certainly should go
to help children rather than animals. But
(in 1973, at least) $25 billion were
available for charities. The question,for
any one giver to consider is how much can
be accomplished with the last hundred dol
lars. It is the·marginal potential result
of the contribution that counts. We.be
lieve that this marginal result is greater
for contributions to -good animal societies
than those to most people societies.
One reason for this is that. many "peo
'ple charities" seem to be getting more
money than they know what to do with,
whereas many deserving animal societies
(including HIS!) are. starved . for funds.
We have reason·to believe that the.ani
mal charities make much better use of the
·funds received. A much smaller proportion
of their contributions goes into fund
raising expenditures, . we believe, although
in recent years some humane societies have
copied from the people-oriented societies
the very expensive public relations
advertising methods designed to raise
funds f�om the general public. Undoubted
ly fund-raising costs now represent a sub
stantially larger proportion of receipts
than in prior years, when animal societies
depended more upon simple suggestions in
their news bulletins, Christmas card ap
peals, and publication of att�active il
lustrated magazines devoted not to animal
W'elfare work, but m!=lrely to entertaining
and making happy the_ir contributors. But
advertising and other means of soliciting
from the general public now offer great
opportunities for the animal society hav
ing a sufficiently sophisticated manage
ment and willing to devote a sufficient
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Humane Information Services, Inc., St. Petersburg, Florida�

part of its energies and funds to these
modern-day methods of financing.
There may be danger, then, that animal
welfare societies could become like so
many people welfare societies, more of a
boon to those engaged in fund raising and
management than to the animals.

FIVE TESTS YOU CAN APPLY
TO ANIMAL SOCIETY GIVING

Humanitarians wishing to avoid contri
buting to a ripoff, who want their dona
tion or membership dues to be used with
maximum benefit for the animals they love,
are in need of some simple tests they can
apply to the societies they.are consider
ing. We offer for their cons:!,deration the
following:
(1) Is the society operated primarily
for the benefit of its promoters or manag
ers, with animal welfare merely the come
on or inducement offered the potential
giver, or do the ·animals come first?
In the opinion of the directors and of_ficers of HIS, there are some so-called
animal welfare societies which come dan
gerously close to being outright frauds,
fit candidates for the designation "rip
off". Remember, the ripoff man is·an art
ist·in public relations, in saying and do
ing things which will please potential
contributors, so it is not easy to judge.
(2) Is an undue proportion of the funds
collected spent for the fund-raising ac
tivities, or is �he major part of the con
tributions actually used for the ostensi
ble purposes of the society's operations?
This test is entirely different from
test'No. 1. A society may be completely
on the up and up, run by the most dedicat
ed humanitarians, yet still spend most of
its receipts for fund raising. If it ad
vertises extensively, uses expensive
appeari�g publications, sends elaborate
Christmas cards to members, mails other
fund-raising promotional letters and mate
rials, and seems to coup�e almost every
thing it does with fund-raising, you have
reason to be suspicious. Yet, we cannot
deny to sincere animal welfare organiza
tions the privilege of using effective
modern methOd$J<Q;f ..,raii;;ing funds •
· (3) Is the money raised by the society
used for the fairly specific purposes
which it cites in persuading potential
contributors, or does it go into other
channels which, however legitimate they
may be, are not those for which the giver
intends his or her money to be used?
If you are a member of a society, and
read its news bulletins or reports, you
should be able to form a pretty good idea
of where and how its funds are spent. But
we know a number of societies which pro
vide little or no information of this
kind. That should make you �uspicious.
(4) Even if the society is run by peo
ple you believe to be honest, sincere and
dedicated, and even if you know that most
of the funds _collected are spent according
to its announced purposes, you must con
sider if those purposes.are as worthwhile
as those of alternative societies. Is the
use made by this society of its resources
as fruitful as alternative uses?
7
To use an extreme example (although not
I
I as out of this woild as might at first ap
I
pear
suppose a society has as its prin
I
I cipal purpose stopping the hunting of
I chipmunks. Granted that the latter are
I
cute little animals, a campaign against
I
hunting them certainly does .. not stand high
I
in any list of reasoned priorities based
on animal suffering to be eliminated.
I
Yet, if the potential contributor runs
across a picture of the attractive animal
captioned
with the plea "Help_Save This
I
I. Innocent Creature from Destruction--Send
Your contribution Now", he or she may pro
·ceed right away to send a generous dona_. ·
tion, without giving any.thought to what
the money migl\t accomplish if used by some
other society.
Failure to pay any atte.ntion to priori
ties in the use of animal welfare funds is
a principal reason for lack of accomplish
ment. In the opinion of HIS, any society,
no matter how honest, which devotes its
resources to relatively ineffectual activ
ities is engaged in a ripoff of money
which should be going.into other uses.
(5) Even if the society is honest, not

n,

- sible purposes, and these purposes arE
worthy, it may be engaged in a sort oi
rip�ff because of gross inefficiency.
may have incompetent personnel and out
ed methods, and spend far too much on
aries and overhead, unnecessary travel
fancy publications, lawyers' fees, anc
wasteful miscellaneous expenses. The1
nearly always are alternative ways of
ing any particular job. Some people�
to have a knack for choosing the leas1
ficient one. They make a long-distanc
phone call instead of writing a lettel
vice versa. They stay at the most ex1
sive hotels, etc., etc.
This we believe to be the second me
important source of waste of humane f,
but it is extremely difficult for potE
tial contributors to any society to j'l
One way is to compare the actual ac
plishments of the society (not its an·
nounced intentions) with its annual b\
get. Remember, a society with
millj
dollar annual budget should be accompJ
ing one hundred times as much as one
spending ten thousand•. It is easy to
come unduly impressed with size. The
critical question is not, "How much de
the society accomplish?' but; "How muc
does it accomplish per dollar spent?"

a

MORE INFORMATION NEEDED

It is far from easy for any potent:
contributor to judge any society on tl
basis of these five tests, partly bee,
of insufficient information about the
ciety and about others with which it:
being compared.
Humane publications ·are notoriousl�
ficient in content designed to really
cate the members and contributors. T1
may be full of boastful accounts of wl
are obviously exceedingly minor accom·
plishments, but little about their g0c
and how these were arrived at, .or abo1
their plans and work designed to achiE
those goals.
Societies should have budgets. and I
lish them, giving in some detail the
sources of funds, the specific purposE
for which they are intended· to be spe1
and what has been achieved in pursuit
those goals in the past. Humane Infoi
tion Services is one of the few natio1
humane societies to publish an operatJ
statement (see Re.port to Hwnanltalua.w.
29), and as a direct result of writin�
this article and especially after·reac
the persuasive plea for more financiaJ
formation contained in Harvey Katz' be
we plan to prepare and publish in the
ture detailed operating budgets showir
just where the money comes from and wt
it goes.

MORE ABOUT THE "RIPOFF" QUEST]

The editors of humane society publ:
tions tell us that the attention spani
humanitarians are short, like those. oj
children. We have found that this un1
tering appraisal of the devoted anima:
lovers who make up the humane movemen1
wrong, and that they are willing--eve1
eager--to · read· longer, more comprehen:
articles if the subject matter is imp<
tant and dealt with at an intellectua:
level above that appropriate for the 1
grade. But enough is enough, for any
reader. So, we are splitting this ari
into two parts, the second of which w:
appear in the March issue.

IMPORTANT!

. Meanwhile, this is our issue for
Christmas, when animal lovers tradi tic
ly open up their hearts and checkbook:
the benefit of their.£avorite animal<
ities. When you do so, we ask you to
in mind that Humane Information Servi<
passes with flying colors every one oJ
five tests set forth in this article.
if you think we arranged those tests 1
cause we do meet them, you are wrong.
They are based upon experience with a:
kinds of charitable organizations, anc
on the kinds of tests discussed in th«
ticles which have been cited. So, pl«
do not forget HIS when you are maili�
your Christmas contributions. We bel:
sincerely that we can do as much or me
than any other humane society to use�

Humane Information Services,·Inc., St. Petersburg, Florida -33705
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DOGFIGHTS- MOST · CRUEL "SPORT" OF ALL?

The greatest depths of human depravity are to be found in an "arena" where a group
of "dog lovers" gathers to watch two of their pets fight to the death.
All over the country, in almost every state but especially in the South, such dog
fights are in progress on any weekend.
The human participants are a mixed lot: dog ·breeders, farmers, filling station op
erators and construction workers, with a sprinkling of veterinarians, physicians, law
yers, businessmeri, politicians"and perhaps even law enforcement officers! For th�· it
is a big occasion,·when they can indulge their propensity to gamble, "enjoy" the _ex-·
citement of a real life-or-death struggle, perhaps make a convenient "buy" from a drug
vendor, and possibly take advantage -0f an opportunity to engage in sex with one of the
prostitutes said to frequent th�se scenes.

BREEDING

The fighting dogs which are the princi
pal attraction are not just strays picked
up in some alley or public pound. They
may be pedigreed Staffordshire terriers,
but are mostly a specialized mixed breed
called pit bull terriers, especially bred
to fight by breeders who take as much
pride in their dogs as do any other part
of "the fancy". For most, breeding these
"pit bulls" is an avocation, but some make
it a full-time business. With pit bull
puppies from a good line of fighting dogs
sel.ling fc,r perhaps $100, it may be more
remunerative than some other breeding ven
tures (see accompanying photograph).

TRAINING·

The dogs are·trained in backyard
.natches among fellow breeders for small
stakes, called "rolling". Some breeders
are said to attempt to instill the blood
lust in their dogs by dangling cats, kit
tens and possums in front of them. The
dogs, like human prizefighters, are train
ed for several weeks before a fight, with.
exercise and special foods.
Congressman Bill Gunter, of Florida,
who has co-sponsored a bill in the House
of Representatives dealing with dogfight
ing', said, " I have actually been sickened
by the. reports I have read dealing with
the training of .these dogs for 'sport'.
While pups are still young they are driven
to frenzied anger by rubbing their noses
tog.ether and pinching flanks; this is th�n
coached into habit. Then the pups are
taught to kill. The trainers start with
kittens and move up to small dogs."

THE FIGHT

The dogfights may be held in an open
field,.a barn, or,in the city in a. vacant
warehouse. A temporary "ring" with ply
wood sides and a canvas floor to keep the
dogs' open.wounds from becoming dirty is
set up. Crude wooden benches may be pro
vided for spectators.
The fight itself is a test of which dog
can inflict and take without quitting the
most punishment. A dog may attack the
front legs, ears, face.and neck, each one

seeming to have a favorite target. An
hour or two of this snarling, biting,
tearing, bone crunching may be required to
determine the winner. The defeated dog
may be dead, or so h:l.dly wounded that it
has no will to continue the fight. We
mercifully spare our readers the distress
ful task of viewing photographs of these
gory scenes.

THROWBACK TO ROMAN "GAMES"

Organized dogfights are a throwback to
the Roman·amphitheater, where wild animals
were pitted against each other, and
against human prisoners, presum�ly in a
deliberate attempt to satisfy the aggres"""
sive instincts of the populace so they
would not be vented on the ruling nobles.
Wild animal acts in circuses, with the
trainer cracking his whip and fending off
the "enraged" animal with a chair, also
are descended from these ancient animal
"sports". But, at least, the animals used
generally live to snarl for the edifica
tion of another audience.
Bullfighters, on the other hand, do not
pretend to love the bulls they kill in the
ring. The horses that are gored and top
pled to.the ground in pain are "protected"
with pads that so�etimes fend off the on
slaught of the bull'..s horns. Rodeo per
formers claim to be exhibiting skills in
riding and handling animals which are at
least distantly related to legitimate cow
boy pursuits. Other cruel exploitations
of animals generally have some end product
in view, such as the·produc�ion or human
food. Even such loathsome "sports" as
"coon-on-a-log" contests have an ostensi
ble purpose of training dogs to catch ani
mals for food or fur.
The clandestine dogfight, however, has
none of these "moral" excuses. Its pur
pose is to demonstrate that one animal can
inflict and withstand more suffering than
another. This does not pretend to make
either the dog or its owner more capable
of performing some useful service. It
does not "improve the breed's" capacity to
do better anything other than to kill or
maim another dog.
· The only purpose served, other than

satisfaction of the blood-lust of the hu
man "sportsmen" who conduct and attend the
fights, is to provide a relatively·unfix
able contest upon which to make bets.
These dogfights could not exist without
the associated gambling.

EFFECTS ON PUBLIC MORES

Although thousands of dogs are sacri
ficed annually on the altars of this cruel
cult, the numbers involved are not rela
tively large compared with the volume of
animals undergoing suffering in other
ways. But the real importance of such
spectacles, as of rodeos and other cruel
exploitations of animals for "entertain
m:ent", lies-in their effects. on attitudes
toward animals of the participants. Women
and children fre4'-!-ently attend the fights
and are involved in the training of the
dogs. Even more important, p'liblic offi
cials and even law enforcement officers
come to accept such attitudes toward ani
mals as a measure of the public 's mores,
embodying the fundamental moral views of
the communities in which they serve.

AN ESTABLISHED SPORT

Dogfighting has been a part of the
American "sports" scene for possibly.a
hundred years. Fighting dogs are adver
tised by breeders in dog- and breeders'
magazines, generally in terms designed to
disguise their purpose but easily under
stood by other breedftrs.and dogfight pro
moters, and in the three dogfighting maga
zines circulated throughout the country to
secret mailing lists.
The cult of breeders and fight promot
ers and participants is very clannish, and
it is extremely difficult to obtain spe
cific information about these activities
even after they have occurred.
Humane societies have known about the
ex'istence o� this dogfighting industry-
for that it is-"'."for decades, but little or
nothing has been done to stop the fights.
There are several reasons for this ina�-:;
tion.

LAWS PROHIBIT DOGFIGHTS

It is not due primarily to lack of laws
prohibiting such fights. The Florida law,
which is the same or similar to laws on
the statute books of many other states,
passed years ago, makes anyone who "unnec
essarily. . . tortures, torments. . . cruelly
beats, mutilates or kills �my animal or
causes the �ame to be done" is guilty--;f a
misdemeanor punishable--i;y-a maximum fine
of $100 or six months in jail or both.
But in the carefully-selected communi
ties in which dogfights are held the local
guardians of the peace and purveyors of
justice are quite likely to be sympathetic
to any of the estimable citizens who may
be caught in a raid on a dogfight. More
than likely some of the participants are
personally known to the law enforcement
officers, the prosecuting attorney, and
th� judge. ' The S:t. Pe..:teMbuJLg T..i.mv.i
quotes a Tampa man interviewed by a re
porter as saying: ''It Is no big deal to
get caught. I remember we were at (a dog
fight) that was raided. We were fined $35
or so and went home. · TherE� was a lot of
noise made about it for a while, the FBI
even came and talked to me about it, but
nothing much ever came of it. "

EVASION OF THE LAW

But while getting caught participating
in a.dogfight is "no big deal", those
'holding and participating in the fights
make every effort to avoid getting caught.
Invitees are known to the promoters, and
it is extremely difficult for an outsider
to even learn about· a fight after it is
held, much less in advance. Eve¼ything
connected with the fights is kept secret.
The "arena" is set up within a few hours
before the tight, which is held in an iso- lated location, usually a d1fferent one
each time.
If some sheriff or state's attorney
knows about the fights being .held i.1 his
These cute, lovable puppies become savage fighting dogs after training which may in
area and conscientiously tries to stop
clude throwing scratching kittens at their faces, hanging cats in a mesh bag from a
them, a warrant must be obtained. Some
spring attached to the ceiling, and holding bouts with other puppies and dogs. The
employee of the judge issuing the warrant,

--- .
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or somebody connected with the prosecu
tor's or sheriff's office , who learns
about the projected raid is quite likely
to tip off the promoters. When the raid
ing party arrives on the scene, it finds
nothing. In the absence of a tip-off , a
lookout posted where the little-used road
branches off from the main highway may see
the raiders' cars and let the promoters
know in time to avoid any action at the
arena, which it may be claimed is just for
the showing of dogs by the breeders pres·
ent.
Thus, enforcement of any state or local
law prohibiting dogfighting is almost im
possible, except in isolated instances,
unless the community as a whole is opposed
to such cruelties. · In that case, the .pro
moters merely move to another community .

F LOR·I DA F I G HT RA I DED

Donald Lambert, an official of the Mas
sachusetts SPCA who has been investigating
dogfights in that state for several years ,
managed to wangle a subscription to a dog. fighting newspaper. When he saw a fight ·
advertised to be held near Orlando, Flori
da, he ndtified the Florida Department of
Law Enforcement, which organized a raid
participated in by 75 officers from sever
al law enforcement agencies. Probably ,
had it not been for the public ity about
dogfights stirred up by the American Dog
Owners Association, and brought to the
public through a series of articles which
appeared in the New Yo4k Timv.i , then car
ried by the AP and UP I wire services, the
law enforcement officials would not have
gon� to such prodigious effort.
Nineteen people were arrested and an
other 150 were issued summonses. Those
arrested included participants -from Geor
gia, North Carolina, Kentucky and Virgin
ia. A dozen dogs were confiscated , seven
of which required treatment for injuries.
"I think these men really love these dogs ,
yet they let them tear each other up,"
said, Frederick Hall , a veterinarian who
treated some of them. But later eight of
the 12 dogs were returned to their owners.
Despite futile attempts during the last
session of the Florida legislature to get
a law allowing confiscation of mistreated
animals, present _law does not permit au
thorities to retain them.
Although this raid may help to spur in
terest in proposed federal, state and lo
cal legislation to impede dogfighting , by
itself it will soon be forgotten, like
other sporadic raids, and the industry
will go on operating as it has for de
cades.

COOK COUNTY GRAND JURY

The Cook County state's attorney and
suburban police have been investigating
reports of illegal dogfights and gambling
in the Chicago area . The Cook County
grand jury heard evidence about such ac. tivity in the County from Duncan Wright,
executive director of the American Dog
Owners Association, who turned over names
of six Chicago area breeders and trainers
of dogs, and is prepared to give the jury
dates and places of numerous fights and to
identffy the participants.
Illinois law prohibits training any an
. imals , as we ll as using them, for the
"purpose of fighting, baiting any bull,
bear , dog, cock or other creature . "

enforcement agency feels it has done its
duty, and is likely to forget the whole
thing. We have heard of no locality in
which the fights have been repeatedly
raided.

NAT I ONA� LEGIS LAT I ON?

· Because of these difficulties with lo
cal enforcement, .an attempt is being made
in the Congress to formulate and pass a
federal law which would serve to make a
real dent in the dogfight industry.
Congressman Thomas s . Foley, of Wash
ington, and Senator Harrison A. Williams,
Jr., of New Jersey , have introduced com
panion bills in the House (H . R. 167 38) and
Senate (S. 3985) which would make it a
federal crime to transport dogs across
state lines for the purpose of fighting,
or to use the us mail service in promoting
dogfights . The bills carry a penalty of
one year in jail or a $1,000 fine, or
both.
Hearings already have been held by a
House subcommittee of which Mr. Fqley · is
chairman. As is usual when a . popular
cause of this sort arises , numerous other
members of Congress have sponsored similar
bills (H . R. 16715, 16759, 16799 , 16882 ,
16886, 16888, 16891 , 16936 , 16937, 16993,
17006, 17055 , 17083, 17100, 17150, 172 16,
172'3 3, 17 260 , 17274 , 17 325, 17 376 and
17388).
Senator Warren G. Magnuson, of Washing
ton, who co-sponsored Senator Williams '
bill, later introduced his own bill,
s. 4065 , which is much broader in cover
age, as indicated by the following excerpt
from the statement he inserted in the · Con.
g�v.i�Iona1- ReQohd for September 30 :
"My good friend and colleague from the
State of New Jersey , Senator Williams, ha s
recently introduced legislation which
would prohibit the shipment of dogs in
commerce for use in these activities. I
support the �oncept of that bill, and was
pleased to co-sponsor .i t. But more com
prehensive legis lation is needed. Orga
nized cockfighting is just as cruel and
even more pervasive than organized dog
fighting , according to ADOA investigators.
· Other animals, such as raccoons and bears ,
are also pitted against each other for sa. distic entertainment. The legislation
which I will introduce today is designed
to prevent the use of all animals in these
barbaric affair s. In addition, my bill
would ban the manufacture and shipment of
any equipment or device s such as spurs or
gaffs used in these fights. It would make
it illegal to. organize , participate in, or
observe these fights. The bill would be
administered by the Department of Agricul
ture, which would have the authority to
draw up regulations under the act, and
would be jointly enforced by the Depart
ments of Agriculture and Justice.
"Mr. President, our society is subject. ea to enough cruelty and violence without
these scurrilous activities. This situa
tion demands immediate national legisla
tive attention.I'
As this is written, the Senate Commerce
Committee has conducted hearings , and some
kind of federal legislation will almost
surely be passed .

TEST I MONY AT HOUSE HEAR I NGS

The most effective testimony offered at
the House hearings was by Duncan Wright,
of the California-- based American Dog Own
ers Association, which has been investi
COMMU N I TY ATT I TUD.E S PR EVA I L
gating organized dogfighting _ since 1971.
The plain fact is'that the people of
He showed a color film of a dogfight,
many rural or. semi:-rural areas do not con
which was so gory that many spectators
sider dogfighting a cruel. act of sadism,
could not look at it.
but a legitimate sport on a par with coon
"One has only to see a dog tear anoth
hunting. Frequently very religious peo
er ' s eye out, or to see a dog attempting
ple , they take the Bible literally when it · to fulfill his master ' s wish by standing
says that man shall have dominion over the to fight on the stump of a broken or torn
animals, which have no souls and therefore
leg, to realize the terrible cruelty,"
no basic feelings like those of humans.
said Wright .
"The dogs really enjoy fighting, " it is
ENFORCEMENT D IFFI CU LT
cla'imed. "They look forward to entering
To be realisti:c, a federal law like the
the ring wi.t h another dog, j ust l-ike your
ones _introduced by Representative Foley
dog will bristle and try to fight with the
and other House members, and by Senators
dog of some neighbor who is walking by on
Williams and Magnuson , would be helpful,
the street . It ' s their instinct."
but no final solution to the problem. It
Even if more officials should conduct
would
be enforced by federal attorneys and
successful raids, the fights would go on .
judges
who deal, generally, with serious
There simply are not enough local law en
cases
of
law ii;ifringement. Would viola
forcement officials available to deal with
tions of this law be viewed as sufficientthe many fights held every weekend . And
nn� a
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taking a lot of time from other caf
crowded docket that are considered
much more important? Who would do
tensive investigatory work which we
required to prove that certain dogs
been transported across state lines
the pu�pose of fighting? Suppose t
er claimed that he had carried them
in order to loan them to a breeder
other state for stud purposes, and
know they were to be used for fight
To win a case, it would be neces
almost, for the FBI or other federa
vestigators to atterid a fight , catc
attendance an owner from another st
with dogs that had been used in the
and prove that the specific dog or ,
were L.-i fact owned by him and had b
transported by him across the state
All of this would be as difficult a,
catching moonshiners, for which purJ
there is a special arm of the feder,
eminent with ample personnel and fui
If fear of the FBI and the feder,
courts really gives pause to the fi<
promoters, they may just confine thi
tivities in actually fighting dogs 1
within state lines • This would ham!
the industry to some extent', · but eel
would not stop dogfighting.
So, for reasons that become obvic
ly after the actual conditions to be
. with are objectively examined, Humar
formation Services is not sanguine a
the prospects for successful legal a
to stop dogfights, based upon presen
now projected legislation. Dalton E
Byerly, director of field services f
HIS, has been visiting dog pounds an
shelters in Southern states, and al s
ing to interview local law enforceme
ficial s about what is interfering wi
tion to suppress dogfights. This ca
for trying to get "in" with some off
on the basis of mutual trust and und
standing that no information so rece
would be used against anyone . If we
up with any practica l means of impro·
enforcement of existing l�ws that pr,
dogfights , or good suggestions for n,
laws that might be more effective th
those now on the statute books, this
be repor ted in future issues.
Meanwhile, dog lovers may wish to
to their Congressmen and Senators alx
support for the federal bills descril

NEW LOCAL LAWS

The extensive newspaper publicity
to dogfighting following publication
two stories in the New Yoltk T,lme,o, ar
subsequent letters to the editor prot
ing the practice, not only stimulatec
rash of bills in Congress. An unkno�
'number -of county governments also ha'\i
traduced or passed local ordinances t
prohibit organized dogfights. Here c
West Coast of Florida, for example, t
Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties ha
done so. The Pinellas ordinance woul
ply to any fights between animals, in
ing cockfights . Hearings on the Pine
County proposed ordinance will be hel
vember 1 9 , after this article is writ
It is notable , however, that neith
these urban counties has been known t
have dogfights , so · passage of such or
nances is little more than an officia
pression of indignation.
This does not mean that such local
dinances are not useful and desirable
fact, they may prove to be the best s
tion to the problem • . It is much easi
for humanitarians to demand and get e1
forcement of a specific
local law . P,
.
sage of ordinances by counties - like P
las should encourage others, where d01
fights are more likely to be held, to
low suit . Humane Information Servicei
lieves that hmnanitarians should . not ·
leave it up to the Congress and feder;
enforcement agencies, but should work
state and local laws .
1

TRA I N I NG_ SHOULD BE I NC LUDE!

Possibly more cruelty is involved j
train:ing fighting dogs than in the ac1
organized fights . But in the heat of
passing legislation while the subj ect
still newsworthy., the only obj ective c
legislators may be to get something or
statute books to satisfy the indignant
imal lovers before their attention is
verted to SOIDA OT" hi<>,.. .::,rrf'\.-. ; ..... ,... , .......--... ,
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A · M E M B E R PROT ESTS OUR FA I LU R E TO F E AT U RE WH A L E S

Miss Marguerite A. Jones , of Baltimore, writes : "While I
couldn ' t agree with you more sincerely than I do about the over
production of dogs and cats and the necessity for humane eutha-,
nasia, I think there should - be space for a little more informa
tion about the slaughter of the whales by the Japanese , and the
boycott that many societies are urging for all Japanese prod
ucts. "
This is one of many letters we receive urging that we carry
articles deal ing with various wildlife problems , including ·
whales, seals , predators, wild horses, poisoning of wildfowl by
spent lead shot, polar bears, sea otters and gramilocks . The
last word is one we have coined to include a vast array of wild
life.
'When we first entered the humane movement it seemed as if the
humane societies and individual humanitarians could think of
nothing but dogs and cats. One of our first endeavors was to
point out and reiterate the fact that we are concernea with any
kind of animal suffering , and the need for knowing more about
cruelties to species other than cats and dogs. We emphasized
the great importance of establ ishing priorities for the purpose
of allocating our humane resources so as to achieve the greatest
possible reduction of animal su,ffering. We repeatedly carried
in our Re.poll;t :to Hwna.n,ltaJua.ru, analyses ot the cruelties involv
ed in th.e production and slaughter of food animals, the use of
laboratory animals, the trapping and raising of fur-bearers , the
u�e of animals in entertainment, and even the way in which we
cruelly poison bil lions of wi ld rats!
Now the shoe seems to be on · the other foot. Humane society
publications--even those of local and regional societies--are
full of articles dealing with animals other than dogs and cats ,
princ ipally wildlife. Some prominent humane societies seem to
have been turned into wildlife societies!
It is not difficult to find the reason for this. Humane so
cieties have a nose for sniffing out potential new contr ibutor s !
The easiest way to obtain new members and more contributors is

to exploit the animal interest or fad of the moment.
This started with the killing of baby seals. Just a picture
of the limpid eyes of a cute little baby seal , or of the blood
on the ice following its skinning , was enough to arouse the pro
tective instinct of the most indifferent reader of a humane so
ciety advertisement. The money rolled in.
The humane societies found that all they needed to do to cash
in on great public interest in the environment was to feature
activities designed to save the wildlife and prevent the extinc
tion of species.
Humane Information Services has not gone along with this
wholesale switch. We remain steadfast in our determination to
stick with our system of priorities designed to yield the great
est possible reduction in animal suffering with the humane re
sources at hand. We cannot effectively cover the entire animal
field, so we stay with our priorities .
We support the boycott of Japanese goods, although we do not
anticipate it will have mµch if any effect ; we write lett.ers to
our members in key foreign countries urging them to put pressure
on their governments to support the position of the United
States on the International Whaling Cornmission; we write letters
protesting extension of the exemption for the killing of por
poises by tuna fishermen ; we promote humane trapping ; and we do
other things to support programs for the elimination of suffer
ing by wildlife. But the main thrust of our programs must con
tinue to be the elimination of the maximum amount of suffering
by animals whatever or wherever _they may be. Accordingly, if '
many millions of dogs and cats are killed and suffer miserably
each year, as compared with a few thousand whales, we must con
tinue to give much more attention to the former.
But the wildlife binge still is with us , and many animal lov
ers will not agree with . this policy. It is a much misunderstood
subj ect. Accordingly , we believe the accompanying article on
"Humane Societies and Wildlife", which covers various aspects of
the subject , is both timely and important.

Humane Soc ieties and Wi ld l i fe

Some 7 0 years ago, when Ye Editor was a
small boy, one of his greatest del ights
. was to borr ow the family frying pan , which
fortunately was made of cast iron , and go
"camping" in the back.yard. This great
open space was about 25 by 25 feet , with
only a single persimmon tree to give the
impression of a . forest , but it seemed like
the new frontier to us. Raw potatoes
sliced into the pan with a couple str ips
of fat bacon , and cooked over a wood fire
};:larely kept alive despite constant blowing
by the neighborhood kids , became a black
ened mass of hard , greasy chips which ,
washed down with some home-brewed lemon
ade , tasted better than anything
McDonald's can offer kids today.
We had other . occasions to experience
the delights of the great outdoors. Along
the narrow beach of the nearby James River
a careful search might turn up a soft
shell crab. Taking it home in tr iumph , we
felt for a moment like a member of the
Swiss Family Robinson. Mother was less
enthusiastic.
How easily our back-to-nature instincts
could be satisfied in those days. Now,
Dad must invest in a fiber glass boat,
with trailer, motor and assorted marine
and piscatorial . paraphernalia costing
about $5,000.
�rn a few year� Dad and Mother will be
too lethargic even for that much effort,
although they stlll will have that in
stihctual longing for the back-to-nature ·
thing . So they subscribe to Na.ti.anal' Geo
gJta.phi.c., j oin the Audubon Society and the
Izaak Waltc:m League, write letters to the
editor about cleaning up the environment,
and watch Animal Kingdom . on , 'IV . Dad still
may go hunting for ducks, deer oi: doves
once a year , but although his heart is in
it his creaking bones become increasingly
allergic to the cold . Finally he winds up
as an enthusiastic arm-ch�ir ecologist, a
generous although not too discerning fi
nancial supporter of various wildlife and
environmental organizations , and a voter
for any political candidate who stands
foursquare against pollution .

INTEREST I N ECOLOGY EXPLODES

For years the various organizations on
the back-to�nature trail were supported by
a regular clientele drawn mostly from the
intellectual , professional and business
groups, and from people . interested iri
h�
·. ing and fishing. Except among their
.
.
¢in
kind,
little. was heard of them .
Then exploded the public interest in

selves, drew little public notice until
the water s�pplies and recreational areas
of human beings became threatened. That
really shook the people . Roger Caras be
came a TV personality overnight, taking
his place on the hot seats of the talk
shows along with Cleveland Amory , Euell
Gibbons and , Margaret Mead.
'IV, the press and politicians quickly
j umped on the bandwagon , and are still
y
riding it. One Sunday' on the - ver ' saine '
evening half hour , animal and wildlife
films were telecast simultaneously by the
three principal network stations .
. Fear that the atmosphere we breathe ,
the water we drink , the vegetal::les we - eat ,
the fish we catch , the water we swim in
and the woods we occasionally walk in are .
becoming endangered along with the spe
cies , threatening our own health and well
being , has made near ly everyone but indus
trial executives so conscious of human
pollution and its far-reaching effects _on
people that the concern has spilled over
to bring some concern for animal welfare .

Although we can ' t take the time to fur
th�r investigate the ,Present membership
figures for other societies, either eco
logical or humane , it seems quite evident
that the former by now have far outstrip
ped the humane societie� in membership ,
affluence and influence.
Even now, after several years of being
featured in the news, environmental ques
tions still are receiving respectful and
frequent attention fro� . the . �ews -media . . .
An item about some endangered species �ep
resenting a few h\mdred birds or animals
that few people e,ver heard of before will
get more space in the local paper than es
tablishment _of a revolutionary new low
cost spay clinic for dogs and cats. . The
state representative of the Sierra Club
speaks to a Boy Scout troop about some en
vironmental dereliction of the state leg
islature , and on that night ' s late 'IV news
is answered by a senator and two r�presen
tatives!

THE HUMANE SOC I ET I E S ' D I LEMMA

The directors and staffs of humane so
cieties, who have been busting their guts
for years trying to sucker a few more ani
In 1970, when the ecology kick had
mal lovers into �ntering the fold, and to
hardly got under way, the national conser
vation, wildlife and ecology societies
· . persuade a few legislators to even intro
duce a humane bill. much less seriously try
boasted a membership of about three mil
to get it passed, have almost turned into
lion, according to the 'f igures they gave
little green men from outer space. They
to the WoJtld Almanac. . The membership fig
are that envious of .the wildlife and ecol
ures given by humane societies were about
ogy
organizations .
half those for the ecology organizations ,
Naturally, they have tried to crash the
pointing to the probability of no little
party. The speakers list for the annual
exaggeration in each . Of these humane so
convention of any respectabie humane soci
ciety members reported , a million and a
ety reads like a page from Who ' � Who ,ln
half were for the American Humane Associa- ·
Ec.olog y . The VIP table at the annual ban
tion, possibly representing its estimate
quet
is loaded with the guest cards of
of · the number of members of local socie
distinguished
environmentalists unrecog
ties which in turn were eligible for mem
nized
by
any
of
the hurnariitarians present
bership in the AHA. The Humane Society of
except the chairman of the fund raising
the United States modestly estimated it
committee ! Meanwhile, down among the or
had 200, 000 members! Humane Information
dinary peopie who_ have paid their $7 . 50 to
Services did not receive a copy of the Al�
get in, sits little Miss Peabody, who has
mana.� ' s questionnaire, so does not appear
knocked herself out over the years trying
in the list, but we now "estimate" with
to keep animals from suffering . When the
equal modesty that our membership is
"H•.unanitarian of the Year" is introduced,
around 70,000 1
this worthy turns out to be not Miss
After the ecological and pollution
Peabody no.r her male . counterpart, but a
breakthrough in the news media of the ear
man
who took some movies of Alaskan polar
· ly 70 ' s , however, the membership and in
bears,
and he doesn ' t even know what the
come of most of the ecology societies ex
inside of an animal shelter looks like !
panded rapidly. Friends of the Earth,
The humane societies ' news bulletins
relatively new on the scene , in its orga
give much additional evidence of the great
nizational brochure said : "The Sierra
current popularity of environmental and
Club and FOE together have persuaded ten
wildlife problems. They are filled with
million people to pay $20 million for what

SOC I ETY MEMBER S H I P S EXPAND
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probably have engaged more humane society
publication space during the past several
years than 200 million food animals suf
fering the tortures of the dcil!IIled) , the
disappointing action or lack of it by the
International Whaling Commission, and the
shooting of some grizzly bears from air
planes.
Sometimes one wonders if they are . hu
mane societies or branches of the National
Geographic Society.
But there is good reason for all of
this. The ecology gig is harvest�ng a lot
of nuts, and a humane society can make a
pretty good meal by running along beside
the harvester, picking up what is wasted
by the bloated ecology organizations.
Sooner or later, however, this form of
parasitism must face the hard facts - of ·
life . The humane societies cannot compete
successfully- with ecology societies on the
latter ' s own field . And they cannot pur
sue their own humane goals vigorously and
successfully while devoting much - of their
time, money and effort to ecology. The
same applies in reverse to wildlife orga
nizations. True, animals are part of the
ecology, so we are both , concerned with an
imals. But the considerations involved
are far more intricate than that.-

.OVER LAPP I NG AND MUTUALLY EXCLUS I VE
AR EAS OF I NTEREST

The general purposes, specific goals
and activities of wildlife and of humane
societies might be divided into three
areas : ( 1) the area wherein the interests
of these societies overlap, (2) the area
in which only humane societies are primar
ily interested, (3) the area in which only
the wildlife and environmental organiza
tions are primarily interested.
( 1 ) We are all interested , obviously,
in the trapping of fur animals, the· way in
which seals are killed, the inhumane as
pects ' of bow-and-arrow hunting, and the
poisoning of predators. But the ecologist
is also interested in other aspects of
wild fur animals such as the fluctuating
life cycles arising · from changes in weath
er conditions , and the inter-species re.la
tionships which arise, for example, in
competition for limited food supplies ,
And the humanitarian is . interested in
methods of killing the millions of mink
raised on farms, which is not a primary
concern of the ecologist any more than is
the slaughter of livestock iri kosher
plants or in South America. So, even in
this general overlapping -area there are
mutually exclusive areas of concern.
(2 ) Humane societies are extremely con
cerned. with many phases of animal welfare
that are of only mi.nor or casual interest
' to the ecologist : the . handling of surplus
cats and dogs, stopping cruelties to ani- .
mals by individuals, eliminating the cru
elties of dogfights and rodeos, promoting
humane slaughter of food animals, replac
ing laboratory animals with other experi
mental models.
(3) Ecologists and wildlife organiza
tions ..are greatly concerned with ·many
problems that only indirectly affect ani
mals, such as reforestation, pollution of
· water supplies and provision . for the en
joyment by people of our declining wild
life areas .
But while it is easy to give examples
that fit into these three mutually inclu
sive and exclusive areas, it is much more
difficult to define the border lines of
these areas in terms of the differing pri- ·
mary goals of humane and wildlife or ecol
ogy organizations. In fact, we rarely en
counter even an attempt to more prer.isely
define humane goals for our owp benefit,
much less to better delineate the logical
areas of effort for the two groups of so
cieties.

OBJECT I V E S AF FECT P E R FORMANCE

This failure to define and refine our
goals affects even the details of practi
cal humane programs.
A good analogy is to be :found in the
field of investments. People write to the
newspaper investment columnists asking
should they buy or sell a certain ·stock or
bond, liquidate their savings account and
put the money into a mutual fund, etc.,
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swered intelligently without knowing some
thing about the prospective investor 's
age, assets, income, family obligations,
psychological reactions to stress, and
above all his or her investment objec
tives . This should be very obvious, yet
it is equally obvious that many investors .
do not see at all the connection between
goals and procedures. The same identical- principle applies in humane work.
So, in trying to throw some light on
the border lines of the mutually inclusive
and exclusive areas of interest and proper
activi:ty for humane and wild life organiza
tions , we must examine the goals of both
. types of organizations .

W I LD ANIMALS SUFFER

From birth to death most sentient be
ings live in constant fear and danger of
sudden death, slow death, cruel death.
Nearly every species of insect, fish,
fowl and animal except man must spawn a
hundred, thousand, million or billion
tiines more progeny than will grow to matu
rity, each to be grabbed and eaten up by
some other species . in the chain of exis
tence, or die by starvation or other "nat
ural" cause .
Man formerly had to be similarly prof
ligate with youth in order to insure sur
vival of his species and incidentally to
provide for food and care in his old age .
But, except in very primitive countries ,
that has become unnecessary � pensions,
savings banks , Social Security and Medi
care have pretty well eliminated the need
for many children to insure having at
least one left to run the farm and look
after the old folks.
For other animals, survival still is
hard. Alternatih� good arid bad weather or
other environmental cycles require large
p�oportions of many species to suffer
starvation or agonizing death.
Muskrat takings by Louisiana trappers
have varied between 201, 000 in 1964-65 and
8, 337,000 in l945�46, as the wet and dry
cycles in the marshes alternated. Every
where that wildlife is found, from the Af
rican veldt to the tundra of the Arctic,
wild animals perish miserably by the mil
lions as a result of these ecol0gical con
ditions.
In areas where man wishes to preserve
what he considers tO be a desirable con
stant ratio between the members . of a spE:
cies and the environment, he inaugurates
what are termed ."wildlife management pro
grams". If the wildlife managers find the
species to be multiplying faster than the
food supply, they must either remove the
surplus to some other locale or destroy
it. And that is where we, the humanitari
ans, come in. We protest shooting as bru
tal and cruel. But how about the terrible
suffering of the animals that otherwise
would die of starvation and thirst, if no
ad justment of numbers were made. And what
is the difference between destroying mil
lions of surplus dogs and cats in shelters
and pounds and thousands of surplus wild
animals? Both could be, but neither is,
done humanely. _ -

HUNTER AND HUNTED

Peopl.e are not the only hunters. Near
ly every kind . of wildlife is a hunter.
Each species, except the herbivores, preys
on oth�r species � 'l,'he herbivores ' do so
indirectly by competing for limited space
and food supplies.
The hunting by wild animals is s�bject
to no restrictions or inhibitions, as it
is for. man. There are no protected areas
or seasons, no bag limits , no code of the
hunter. The sole obj ective is to find,
capture , kill and eat the victim.
· And- death does not come quickly or "hu
manely". The wild dogs of Afr ica are said
to literally begin to eat the zebra prey
while it is still struggling to get away.
Our beloved wolves , over which we humani
tarians make such a fuss because they look
like dogs, wear down and kill a deer in a
melange of fright, stress and suffering
which has few counterparts in man's treat
ment of animals. The eagle and the falcon
tear their live prey apart with vicious
swipes of their talons and beaks. The
snake swallows the mouse while it is still
alive and kicking.
Nearly every bit of this life in the

deprivation and suffering. True, ther
are moments between, when courtship, . r
ing a family and the enjoyment of a pe
feet spring day provide a welcome resp
from driving rain, biting snow, searin
heat, bitter cold, insect bites, hunge
_ thirst and the final ignominious death
struggle. At the end, few are left ev
to crawl in a hole to die peacefully;
and crippled, they are caught by some
cies of predator able only to knock do
and kill an animal senior citizen.

NATURE I S CRUEL

People are cruel. But one must sea
in some present-day slaughter plant, m
cal laboratory or bullfight arena to f
a match for the cruelty of nature.
Either for some mysterious reason w,
not understand, or as a result of biol,
cal selection, nature has been designe•
provide suffering and cruelty in abun
dance. Apparently all of this is for ·
purpose of providing for survival of tl
species, or for its extinction if unab:
to meet the competition.
But, some animal lovers will hasten
point out, no animal except man indulgi
in killing except to eat, or in cruelt:
except to protect his life. We would :
- to believe that, but it is not so. Tr,
lions hunt only wheri they need meat foi
the pride, because they are too lazy t<
so for sport and feel no need. But th•
do not avoid killing because of any cot
passionate regard for other creatures.
The cat gradually killing the mouse is
ly a more obvious instance of lack of c
passion on the part of animals.
Nature is not compassionate. It . is
cruel. Only man , among all animals, i:
concerned about the prevention of suffE
ing by other animals.

PREVENTION OF SUFFERING
OR EXTE NSION OF LIFE?

The facts of life which have been d:
cussed in preceding sections of this ai
cle are of real significance to humanii
ians trying to plot an effective and SE
sible course.
What is our real objective? What ai
we really trying to do?
Stop killing and prevent death? Or
prevent cruelty and suffering? Why?
The words " society for the preventi<
of cruelty to animals" have become almc
synonymous with the humane movement.
word "humane" really is ambiguous and ,
plies to many things in addition to oui
treatment of animals. It has the advai
tage of brevity and of escaping the cm
tation that humane societies are not c<
cerned with the suffering of people. �
at Humane Information Services do not <
sider it necessary to apologize for cei
tering our attention on animals--there
plenty of other organizations, arid far
more money, devoted to helping people.
Why should anyone obj ect to a few of u:
specializing on animals? To us, it is
completely unnecessary apology to add,
the benefit of these critics, · "society
· the prevention of cruelty to animals ai
children!' . It may bring in a few addi·
tional shekels, but it tends to perpet1
stupid concepts.
The objectives of most humane socie1
as defined in their charters and bylaw:
emphasize the prevention of cruelty �nc
suffering. But the reactions of membel
indicate that a large proportion are m<
concerned with saving lives. The advel
effects of this attitude upon efforts 1
control the - great pet surplus have beei
discussed in past issues of Repotet to I
ma.n.d:aJua.n-6 •
" Reverence for life" is one of the 1
popular rallying cries of the members <
humane societies. This slogan might bE
interpreted as meaning evaluating life
highly to permit it to be lived in paii
and hardship ; thus, it might be the pr:
cipal reason for eliminating or preven1
animal life through euthanasia and bir1
control. Or it can be · interpreted to r
saving existing and promoting new life
even at the expense of much suffering.
Which interpretation we give it can mal
tremendous difference in the kind of pl
grams undertaken by our humane societiE
The same basic question is probably
most important single problem related 1
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our participation - in wildlife programs.
, Should we give greatest emphasis to saving
lives, or to .the prevention of animal suf�
fering?

ENDANGERED SPECIES

One of the greatest concerns of wild
life programs is the protection of endan
gered species. Wolves, bears, whooping
cranes, sea- otters, tigers , rhinoceroses,
pelicans and whales are only a few of the
endangered species which we have been ex
erting great efforts to protect and pre
serve. Organizations set. up to "save the
seals" take in more money than older hu
mane societies with effective programs to
· prevent the suffering of millions of ani
mals. Endangered species legislation has
been passed, and still more is vigorously
sought. Congress seems to be almost con
tinuously debating some endangered species
measure, the while it is . too busy to give
attention to humane slaughter or other
programs to prevent suffering.
Pr. s . Dillon Ripley, secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution, is quoted by
Roger Caras as saying that within the next
25 ,years between 75 and 80 percent of all
species of living - animals may become ex
tinct, presumably as a result of ecologi
cal damage from pollution, hunting and
trapping, and the transfer of land from
" natural" to man-oriented uses.
There is considerable reason to believe
that some of the environment�lists have
been carried away by their own oratory.
One exclaims : "If the killing goes . on at
this pace, in about 30 years all the re
maining 4,062 species of malllillals will be
gone." That might very well be true if
the world experie.nces a nuclear holocaust ,
and man may well be one of the mammals to
go. But we are not discussing that here.
Humane Information Services is all for
world population controls, anti-pollution
controls, and efforts to avoid nuclear
war. But we doubt these are proper sub
j ects for humane society major programs.
In any event, the kind of endangered
species rescue operations tha.t seem to · be ··
in the minds of people in the humane move-
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reported in the newspapers. So, the
training aspect of the problem becomes to
tally neglected.
Our sister society, the . National Asso
ciation for Humane Legislation , has at
tempted to persuade the. Pinellas County
Commission to include prohibitions of
cruel training practices in its proposed
ordinance. The latter, with the NAHL
suggested training clause added, is repro
duced at the end . of this article, for the
benefit of any local humane soc ieties that
may be contemplating asking for a similar
ordinance. We do not suggest that this
ordinanc e is the best possible one, espe
cially the ha stily� added training clause ,
but it is something to build on .

*

*

*

*

*

----

Pi..n.e.U.a.o Cou.n.ty Otu.Una.nc.e No . ·

AN ORVINANCE PROHIBITING PERSON (S )
TO ENTICE, INVUCE, URGE OR CAUSE AN�
IMALS TO FIGHT ANV/OR TO PROLONG
SUCH FIGHTS; FURTHER PROHIBITING
PERSON (S ) TO KEEP, USE OR 1N ANY WAY
MANAGE OR RECEI VE MONEY FOR AVMIS
SION PURPOSES TO PLACES USEV FOR AN
IMAL FIGHTING; FURTHER PROHIBITING
PERSON (S ) FROM ATTENvING, INSTIGAT
ING, PROMOTING, CARRYING ON, ACTING
AS AN ASSISTANT OR UMPIRE, OR ENGAG
ING IN ANY FIGHTS BETWEEN ANIMALS OR
IN THE TRAINING OF ANIMALS FOR
FIGHTING; PROVIVING FOR SEVERABILI
TY; PROV1V1NG FOR PENALTIES FOR VIO
LATIONS; ANV PROVIVING FOR AN EFFEC
TIVE VATE.
BE IT ORVA1NEV BY THE BOARV OF COUNTY COM
MISSIONERS OF PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIVA :
section 1 . VEF1NIT10N. Animal (s) is

hereby defined a:s any animate being which
is endowed· with the power of voluntary mo
tion, inc l.uding but . not limited to d,ogs,
. cats , fowls, birds, chickens or horses .
section 2 . PROHIBITION. ! It shali be
unlawful for qny .person or persons to en..L. .! -· -

.! ·- ..::11 - - :-. -

-- ------
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and destroys what she has created • . . The
ment are those concerned with saving the
cataclysms in nature, which often decimate
lives of certain specific animals.
whole
populations, are necessary to man
The mere fact that these animals are
kind. An earthquake may � for all the
considered an endangered species may indi
cate that they are not equipped to survive world knows , be a bliss, and a tidal wave
in the competition of the species under
may prove' salvation to the many at the ex
pense of the few. "
present-day conditions, just as the mast
odons and the great birds were not equip
"This may appear to be a heartless
statement, " says Mr. Funk, "but when such
ped for the changing environmental condi
natural cataclysms occur Christians call
tions of prehistoric times. Species have
been becoming extinct over. many millions
them ACTS OF GOD • . •
"At the proper cycle any given animal
of years, and wi ll continue to do so. Are
we especially anointed to put a stop to
species will die out regardless of what we
this process, or to be the self-appointed
humans do about it. Therefore, it is my
judges of what species should be allowed
belief that we waste time and money in at
to become extinct?
tempting to preserve a species, and that
Man, of course, is the cause of endan
our maj or effort should be in the alleviagering most of these species, by his kill
tion, if not elimination, of suffering in
ing, as of whales ; by his pollution, as of
both animals and humans."
sea birds whose eggshells become too thin
Humane Information Services recognizes
because of consuming contaminated fish ; or
that these observations by Mr . Funk and
by merely occupying all the available
the Mahatma, as well as our own, raise
more questions than they answer. For ex
space, as with tigers. But man is a part
ample, if extinction is inevitable, .and
of the environment to which all species
must adapt if they are to survive.
suffering is just as much an integral part
of nature, why is it any more logical to
Suppose we now could bring back to
try to eliminate suffering than to pre
Earth all or many of the species that be
came extinct in the past. Would man, or
serve the species?
any of the other existing animal species,
We don ' t know the answers to these and
or the newly-revived species, be any bet
a multitude of other questions which arise
ter off? What is there in an existing
when we consider the subject of endangered
species that makes it so much more desir
species.. And we don ' t think anyone else
able to keep it alive than there was in
has the answers.
any of the extinct species that we have no
What we do know is that- humane socie
consuming desire to bring back to life?
ties have their hands full in trying to
Perhaps everyone including the animals
fulfill their historically primary objec
would be better - off if we had many fewer
tive, the elimination or reduction of ani
species of animals. There would be much
mal suffering.
less suffering.
We do not believe., that it is our mis
One of our members , Vincent P. Funk, of
sion or function to fight the battles of
Dunellen, New Jersey, has commented intel
human birth control, pollution, mainte�
ligently and at length on the question
. nance of natural resources and the preser
posed by Miss Valerie Pratt, of England,
vation of the species that fall. properly
within the purview of the ecology organi
which appeared in a previous Repo.ltt to Hu
zations . We support them morally, and co-.
mavu..taJu.a.n.6 : "Why are animals cruel?" He
operate with them as much as possible in
quotes -from The Maha-tma Le:tteM to A. P.
the category of legitimate overlappirig
S.lnne,tt, written about a hundred years
concerns such as eliminating the use of
ago: "Evil has no existence pe/L 1.i e and is
painfu;I. traps.. But let ' s not get carried
but the absence of good and· exists hut for
away with the present popularity of envi
him who is made its victim. • . Nature is
ronmental programs to the detriment of our
destitute of goodness or malice ; she - fol
basic activities looking to the reduction
lows only immutable laws when she gives
of animal suffering.
life and j oy, or sends suffering and death
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humanitarians whc;, pushed for passage of
this legislation , and was appointed by the
Commissioner of Agriculture to the seven
member Advisory Board to the Director of
the Division. She is Mrs . William A.
Parks, of York, Maine .
To administer this new agency, the sum
of $101, 000 was appropriated by the 1973
legislature to meet expenses for the 18�
month period ending June, 30, 197 5. The
staff will include a director, two full
time supervisory agents, and 30 part-time ·
agents with residences scattered through
out the state.
The Director of the Division and his
two supervisory agents will attend train
ing courses dealing with various aspects
of their work, and in turn will train the
part-time agents .
The two full�time agents will tour the
state seeking out problems rather than
awaiting calls for help. The part-time
agents lack time to scout the territory,
so are limited to answering complaints .
All agents will be educated in respect
cause such animals to continue or prolong
such fight.
section 3 . PROHIBITION. It shall be
unlawful for any person or persons to keep
or use, or in any way be connected with or
have an interest in the management of ; or
to receive money for the admission of any
person to any place kept or used for the
purpose of animal fighting.
Section 4. PROHIBITION. It shall be
unlawful for any person or persons to at
tend, instigate, ·pro:mote, carry on , or in
any other way act as assistant, umpire, or
principal or to attend or in any way to
engage in the furtherance of any fights
between animals or in the training of ani
mals for fighting.
section s. AREAS EMBRACEV. All terri-.
tory w�thin the legal boundaries of Pinel
las County, Florida, including all incor-
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to the standards and regulations for hu
mane treatment of all spec ies of domestic
anirnals, - and will receive training in law
enforcement and the prosecution of court
cases.
A major function of the Division will
be the distribution of educational litera
ture and the use of all media to eliminate
the most common form of animal abuse,
which is simple non-malicious neglect.
Humane Information Services wishes for
the Division all success in its important
work.
And we recommend to humane societies
and government officials in other states
that they take a close look at this latest
development in anti-cruelty work, either
as an alternative or a supplement to the
other alternatives that have been discuss
ed in this article.
For more detailed information about
this Maine development, contact Commis
sioner of Agriculture Maynard Dolloff, or
Dr. Stanley Browne, Director, Animal Wel
fare Division, Department of Agriculture,
State capitol, Augusta, Maine 04330.
nance.
Section 6 . SEVERABILITY. It is de
clared to ' be the intent of the Board of
County Commissioners that, if any . section,
subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or .
provision of this Ordinance is held inval
id or unconstitutional, such invalidity or
unconstitutionality shall not be so con
strued as to render invalid or unconstitu
tional the remaining provisions of this
Ordinance.

Section 7. PENALTIES. Any person vio
lati_ng the provisions of Sections 2, 3 or
4 of this Ordinance shall be punished for
each cited violation by a fine of not more
than Five Hundred Dollars ( $500. 00), or by
imprisonment for not more than sixty (60)
days, or both, in the discretion of the
Court.
Fl=FFrTT I/F 1JATF ' Th i !':: Ord i..:.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR .

• • •

We. c.ontin.ue. t.o Jtec..e.J..ve le.:tteM 6Jtom o uJL membeM whic.h a.Jt..e.
hig hly .ln-te.Jte.otin.g. Ma.n.y o -6 :them po-6 e. qu.e.otion.-6 abou.t. va.Jt.lou.6
p!t.O blem.6 wh.lc.h Jtequ.JJr.e. c..on.-6.lde.1ta.ble. t.une. to JtU e.a.Jt..c.h a.n.d a.n..6We.Jt.
Un. 0 oJttuna:te.ly, we. alwa.y1.:, a.Jt..e. I.l o plte.o-6 e.d fioJt t.une. :that .:tho1.:, e. let
teM whic.h cvr.e. mo.ot de.o eJc,ving a 6 a pltomp.t. a.n.d c..o Mide.Jte.d Jte.ply ·
ma.y be. .the. lM:t .to be. a.Mwe.Jte.d ! We. do the. be.ot we. c.an, bu.t. ouft
p,(,le. a 6 w1an..6We.1te.d ma.i.l gtr.oW-6 h.lg he.ft e.a.c.h da.y. Some.da.y we. may be.
601tc.e.d :to 6oUow :the. example. 0 6 o:the.tr..6 bq Ming "c.a.nne.d" -6oJUn Jte.
plie,o-,-we. mlg ht e.v e.n pWtc.ha-6 e. an. au.toma;Uc. :type.wftlie.Jt ! Bu:t i6
you. will ove.Jtlook. :the. de.la.q.6 , we. will :tlty :to an..6We.Jt aU 0 6 youJt
qu.e.o:ti..o n.-6 •
We. w o tr.e.c.e.J..v e. man.q le.:tte.tr..6 .t.ha;t M k no:th.ln.g , bu:t c.on.ta.in
Mme. 0 6 :the. n.ic.e.ot c.omplime.n.t-6 qou. c.ould imagine., along with a.
61t..e.que.n.:t.e.y g e.ne.JtoM c..he.c.k . Sometime.o U a.ppe.CVL-6 .t.ha:t :the. Wftlie.tr..6
0 6 :the.o e. le.:t:te.Jt.6 cvr.e. .ln c.ompvtluon :to .6 e.e. who c.an. e.xplte..M a.p
plto va.l 0 6 oWt e.6 6oftt.6 .ln. :the. mo1.:,:t e.6 o e.mv e. way . We.U, e.ve.n .lo
you -6pe.n.d a lot o 6 rue. :tfunlung u.p aU tho1.:, e. n.ic.e. th.lng1.:, :to .o a.y
a.bout HTS , U .l-6 woJt:th .t.he. e.6 6oJt:t. We. c.heJr,.{,6 h youJL a.ppM val,
whic.h 1.:,pWt.6 M to Jte.n.e.we.d e.6601t..U . And we. ke.e.p e.xc.e.1t..p:t.6 6Jtom
:them .ln. ouJt " Le.:t:te.tr..6 to .t.he. EdUoJt" 6ile., 1te.a.dq :to M e. whe.n. ne.e.de.d. Thank you. 6Jtom the. bo;t:tom 0 6 oull. he.a.Jt..t.6.
Tn :th.l-6 Chlr..l.6:tma..6 .l.61.:,u.e., howe.veJL, we. Me. going :to M e. an. e.n.
tiJte.ly cU66 e.1te.n-t fund o 1l le.:t:te.Jt, wh.lc.h .l-6 quite. Uke. many o:the.M
· we. Jte.c..e.J..ve. . I:t po1Ltl'..ay1.:, · mo1.:,:t 1.:,Wfungly :the. love. fioJt anima.l6
wr.1c.h .l-6 in :the. he.a.Jt..t.6 and Mu.l-6 o 0 ouJt membe.tr..6 . Ple.M e. ac.c.e.pt
J.;t a.1.:, c.on.v e.ying . ouJt own · 1.:, e.n.t.une.n.t-6 in :thi-6 Ch!t...l-6:tma.1.:, 1.:, e,a.1.:, on, in
lieu 0 6 a c..a.ft..d wh.lc.h we. hav e. no :time. :to .o e.n.d ouJt moJte. :than 1 5 , 0 0 0
. tr.e.a.de.Jt.6 . May God ble.o.6 .you a.U , and bJting you ha.pp.ln.e.M o n
Chlr..l.6:tma.1.:, day .

N e w s fr o m NA H L

· a b o u t N a t i o n a l L e g i s l a t i on . . .
The Second Session of the 93rd Congress
is nearing its end. As this is written,
several bills on which hearings have been
held (dogfighting and transportation of
animals ) may be acted upon before adjourn
ment. Several bills dealing with wildlife
and ecology have been passed.
As a whole, however, this Congress has
been a disappointment to humanitarians
seeking very much-needed legislation to
deal with animal welfare problems. It has
faiied to act . on legislation to prohibit
use of the cruel leghold trap, to require
that imported meat be from humanely�
slaughtered animals, to provide financial
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-', Dear People Who Care,
Greetings in the Master's precious name, Jesus .
�
My heart's torn with compassion for all God ' s creatures
· · on this earth, and all are remembered when . I pray for· t.he
,. angels' ministering care. Oh, how much they need it. · · .
I'm a widow, soon 67 years, who re:nts a flat-- three
·
rooms. I'm on Social Security. My son i� disabled, my
daughter afflicted. We share our lives with three . dogs,
nine cats and several squirr�ls, one of which I raised and
.
· set free who comes each day for nuts and seeds. Also
many
wild birds in rear yard.
God's creatures come first, then we. Sometimes they
\ eat better than we do. They have the run of our home,.
The females are neutered. We cherish each one. Our lit• tle Lucky squirrel--the sweetest baby. Oh, how much I
loved it and hated to let it go free--after being cuddled
so in my hands and lap. Last May my son found it one
night on the sidewalk in a very heavy rain , nearly drowned. Oh, what a cher ished time while we had "Our Lucky" in
our home. How much we did love the adorable little wee
� one.
Every day I see some pitiful thirsty, hungry l.ost dog
f. running
loose. That's how we came to have three who needed a home, to be cherished and loved.
•
Pray God will bless our home and whole family of loved
• ones. I can't write much, j ust do not have money for
' stamps, but I can pray.
Mrs . Betty M. Wiley
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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assistance through loans to local govern
ments for spay clinics, and to prohibit
the military departments from using dogs
in research or other activities relating
to biological or chemical warfare agent_s. ·
When the 94th Congress convenes, the
national humane societies concerned with
legislation already should have met to
consider �lternative legislation, decide
on priorities, agree on bills to be intro
duced, select appropriate sponsors, and
agree on a j oint program to aggressively
promote passage of these bills. Coopera
tion is almost essential for successfully
seeking legislation of real importance ; a
house divided can db many things, but
rarely can achieve success in the legisla
tive field.

NEW APPROACH TO ANTI .. CRUELTY WORK IN MAINE

For nearly a hundred years humane societies throughout the country have been spend
ing a good part of their resources doing things which ought to be done by local and
state
governments.
·
Pet animal control operations are as much a responsibility of local governments as
refuse collection and police protection. But because in so many connnunities this func
tion was either neglected altogether or conduc�ed with indifference to suffering by the
animals , local humane societies were formed primarily for the purpose of providing a
humane and more effective pet animal control service.
Thus, the humane societies gradually took over what rightfully were functions of the
local governments, and substantial portions of their charitable contributions were di
verted to these functions, leaving little or nothing for other important kinds of hu
mane work.
One of these proper government func
or preventing any act of cruelty thereto.
tions is enforcement .of the laws. This
"Upon making such arrest, such agent
applies to laws ]?rotecting an�als as well
shall
convey the person �o arrested before
as people . But the existence of the local
some
court
or magistrate having jurisdic
humane societies, ai:id their willingness in
tion
of
the
offense, within the municipal
many cases to assume responsibility for
corporation
or
county wherein the offense
, animal law enforcement, plus the general
was
committed,
and
there forthwith make
indifference of people in the community
complaint, on oath or affirmation, of the
toward animal welfare, led to almost ·com
offense.
- plete shifting of this law enforcement
" All appointments of such agents by
function to the societies. Only when
such
societies or corporations must have
prompted and prodded by "anti-cruelty in
the
approval
of the mayor of the city in
Vl;lstigators " of the societies did law en
which
the
society
or association exists,
forcement officers, prosecuting officials
and
if
it
exists
or
works outside of any
and the courts take any hand in these procity,
the
appointment
must be approved by
cedures.
the county judge or the judge bf the cir
APPOINTED ANTI-CRUELTY AGENTS
cuit court of the county, and the mayor or
j udge shall keep a record of such appoint
This - situation came - to be so generally
ment. "
accepted that many states passed laws pro
This provision, found in the laws of
viding for official appointment of these
some states, was fine from the humane
anti�cruelty investigators furnished by
the societies. The Florida law is similar standpoint, because it permitted a much
more effective· enforcement of the anti
to those of some other states, and reads
cruelty statutes than would be likely to
as follows:
characterize the regular law enforcement
" 8 2 8 . 03 AGENTS OF SOCIETI ES , ETC. , MAY
agencies. On the other hand, the socie
PROSECUTE VTOLATORS � --Any society or asso
ties ' volunteers sometimes depended upon
ciation for the prevention of cruelty to
to do this work frequently were unac
children or animals, organized under the
laws of this state, may appoint agents for quainted with legal procedures, inexperi
enced in handling difficult animals or
the purpose of prosecuting any person
people, and in many cases physically un
guilty of any act of cruelty to children
able to cope with conditions. And to em�
or animals within this state, who may ar
rest without warrant any pe�son found vio ploy paid anti"-cruelty officers is beyond
lating any of the provisions of this chap the financial reach of many societies, and
ter, or any other law of the state for the in any event diverts humane resources from

�

NAHL hopes that some directors and of
ficers of national societies engaged in
legislative pursuits will read this, and
get in touch with . us about possible ways
of getting together. What harm can result
from trying?

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
HUMANE LEGISLATION, INC.
675 Pinellas Point Drive South
- St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

MEMOR I AL
A c.on.:tlt.lbu.:ti..on ha.1.:, be.en Jtec.e.J..v e.d 6Jtom
Mtw . Robe.tr.:t W. Shp,lJtak in. me.malty 0 6 MyJta
MaJtdJr.o 6 6 , o -6 We.-6 :t Pabn Be.a.c..h, Flotu.da.,
who pa.1.:,-t, e.d away on Se.p.tembe.Jt 2 0 , 1 9 74 • .

LOCAL G OVERNMENT AGENTS

Some connnunities have incorporated this
function of dealing with cruelty cases
with other functions of the local govern
ment animal control unit. One way in
which this can be done is by passage of an
Animal Control Ordinance as suggested in
Repoft:t :to Hu.man.i:ta.Jt.lan.-6 No. 2 9. This ap
proach has some definite advantages that
were pointed out in that Repoft:t. But the
animal control unit may lack the manpower,
funds or approval of higher officials to .
provide an effective anti-cruelty service.
Sometimes, also, the animal control offi-.
cials are not sufficiently educated or ca
pable to do this work, or not too sympa
thetic to this aspect of their duties.

NEW APP ROACH IN MAINE

One of the states which had no state
law providing for the appointment of anti
cruelty agents with power to arrest, and
in which modern animal control units have
not been provided by most county or city
governments, is Maine . This state has re
sponded to the need for these anti-cruelty
services in what Humane Information Ser
vices believes to be a unique way, provid
ing a third alternative method of dealing
with this problem which should be of great
interest in many states. ·
Maine has set up a special Division of
Animal Welfare in the Maine Department of
Agriculture, which became effective in
1974, following passage of a state law
passed the previous year by an enlightenec
legislature under the leadership of a pro
gressive Governor and Commissioner of Ag
riculture.
It will be interesting and instru,ctive
for both humane societies and animal con
trol officials in other 'states to observe
the progress ( or, we hope not, iack of it)
in making this new agency for animal wel-,
fare achieve its enormous potential.
Humane Information Services will be in an
excellent position to observe and report
on this, since one of its rnost active mem
bers, who also is a vice-president of our
·sister society, the National As sociation
for Humane Legislation, was one of the
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